Hello BBCB!

Happy 2011! It’s the beginning of a great new year. It struck me the other day as I typed [BBCB] that I might be typing one too many Bs. Take a second...think about it . . . what is that second B for? I’m a relative newcomer to the band so perhaps there is a great explanation for the abundance, but with roughly a third of the members having joined in the past couple of years I’m betting that if there is a history to the mysterious second B some others also are curious. So I asked Google...

Other BBCBs out there:
- bbcb the "...local Cornish Construction and Development company..." in the UK
- The Biostatistics, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology Core at Medical College of Georgia
- The techno artist bleepbleepclickbuzz on myspace
- Boston Book Club Blog
- Bob Barr Community Band, Columbus, GA

After reviewing this impressive list let me be the first to say that I no longer question the appropriateness of our acronym especially after hearing the stylings of bleepbleepclickbuzz. And how about sharing letters with another community band? Bob Barr was a high school band director in Columbus, Georgia for almost 20 years between the mid-forties to early sixties. The band was formed in his honor in 1988, just about the same time as this band! Here’s to the BBCBs of the world!

Acronyms aside I hope everyone enjoys their experience with the Blacksburg Community Band. I’m excited to be a part of it and am very grateful for the opportunity to take up the reins for short while. I owe many thanks to the board members and especially to Dixon for helping me along, and of course to the people of the band for electing me from among the extensive list of nominees! I love to make music, and enjoy community involvement through the band. Most importantly it’s the people who make it great! I hope everyone has a great year as we continue to rock and roll!

Patrick

Spring concert—April 10

The Blacksburg Community Band spring concert will take place on April 10 at 4:00 p.m. in the Blacksburg High School (Price’s Fork Road) Auditorium. The audience is invited to join the band after the concert for a reception, so, band members, start thinking about finger food to contribute!

http://arts.bev.net/blacksburgcommunityband/
Welcome new and returning members!

Flute
- Jessica Mogren*

French Horn
- Lee Howell

Trumpet
- Eric Hula

Whitney Mullins*

Trombone
- Keeley Hall

Tuba
- Isaac Brinberg

*returning members

Graduating members

Several current members of the band are Blacksburg High School seniors who will graduate this spring. Most are still narrowing their choices of colleges, but all will be new college students next fall. From left to right below, these are:

Christy Trago (flute) who plans to major in chemistry/pre-pharmacy in college

Isaac Brinberg (tuba), who is planning to major in music at a major university

Jessica Mogren (flute), a future wildlife science major

Kerlin Doss (flute and saxophone), a future physics major

Chelsea Craige (flute), looking forward to becoming a music major at Otterbein College in Ohio.
“Ja-Da (Ja Da, Jing, Jing, Jing!)” was a hit song from 1918 by Bob Carleton, a novelty song with nonsense lyrics, published to raise money for the U.S. Navy Relief Society Fund (1918 marking the end of World War I). The immortal lyrics are (after the opening title words): “That’s a funny little bit of melody; it’s so soothing and appealing to me,” then repeating the opening words. Against all odds it became a jazz standard, first recorded by The Original New Orleans Jazz Band and later covered by Frank Sinatra and Peggy Lee (1947), Al Hirt, Oscar Peterson, Louis Armstrong and Al Jarreau.

Skip to last Spring, when David Miller, director of a community band in Mississippi, started looking for arrangers for collections that, like the Salvation Army Christmas Carol books, could be played by any reasonable combination of 5 or more instruments. And in order to avoid copyright expenses, David wanted to use only songs in the public domain—that is, written in 1922 or earlier. And, of course, David was looking for arrangers willing to submit their work and wait to see whether any income ever came out of selling the collections. And John Howell got interested in the challenge and submitted an arrangement of “Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home” (1902), which he later expanded for the Blacksburg Community Band.

Well, another song on David's list was “Ja-Da,” but instead of starting with the 5-part arrangement John started with a full band arrangement and wrote it to show off the capabilities of his own band. (And later cut it back to the 5-part, all-purpose arrangement David needed.)

And since a full chorus of “Ja-Da” runs all of 30 seconds, it was a natural for a set of variations, and that’s how it ended up. Starting with a sort of Ragtime introduction to recall the 1910s (when Ragtime took America by storm), the First Variation wrote itself as a trio among 2 piccolos and contrabass clarinet, not just harmonizing (scary enough) but playing independent parts (truly frightening!). A march in the style of Sousa (leader of a U.S. Navy Band during the War) suggested itself for the Second Variation, and a sort of Viennese Waltz in the style of Strauss (whose music was still wildly popular) for the Third. And what could be more fitting than an English-style grand march for the Fourth (George V had been crowned in 1910).

Which left the big finish to work out, and originally it was to go back and repeat the First Variation, but once John took the melody apart and started working with individual motives it quickly wrote itself as a sort of mixed up march/waltz/whatever in 5/4 time, leading finally to what is hopefully a surprise ending and, of course, a final Barnum & Bailey circus chord (and they merged with Ringling Brothers in 1919!).

I hope my fellow band members enjoy playing this arrangement, and seeing what can be done with a tune that never had a thing to recommend it except a really bouncy, happy feeling!

John
From the podium

We are starting the 23rd year of the Blacksburg Community Band, and we have come a long way from our first rehearsal back in 1989. We still have several of those 18 original people playing with the group and it underscores a big reason why we have been so successful. Like anything else in our world, it is those faithful members with consistent attendance that make our group successful. We have a number of very talented folks, but great musicianship isn’t the only thing that makes the band what it is. It is the collaborative efforts of everyone that is necessary to make good music, and to make it fun to make music. I like to equate this to a personality, and every band or musical ensemble has a personality that is every bit as important as the quality of the music to make it successful. That personality comes, in large part, from the natural leaders in the group and our band regulars.

This personality is manifested in many ways and, as conductor, I can only work with what each of you bring to rehearsals each week. Fortunately, the band regularly comes to rehearsals with enthusiasm that projects energy and excitement in the music that we perform. This energy and excitement is contagious when it is present and can overpower many of the musical flaws that the band may be experiencing, especially to audiences.

Think about what makes you feel good about playing music. I know that I enjoy practicing when I have a chance, but it is the interaction with others and the sound of an ensemble that really excites me. Sometimes it doesn’t have to sound great to be fun and fulfilling. For me, if everyone is working hard and enjoying the music, I feel good. I do know that it is unreasonable for everyone to play perfectly all the time, but coming to band and playing music should feel good, and if you feel good, you will more than likely sound good. As long as everyone is playing from their hearts, I am happy. I love becoming part of you, if everyone is working hard and enjoying the music, I feel good. I look forward to continuing working with each of you as we work up the music for our spring concert and promise that I will do my part to make this a special concert. I hope that all of you will continue to do yours. It is about you, it isn’t about me, it is about creating those special moments with music that move yourself and our audience. Each of us should be enjoying our part in playing music with the ensemble and sharing that enjoyment with our audience. The focus being the ensemble. Listening, blending and sharing.

I have enjoyed the personality of our band over the years and I am often amazed at how much better we sound when we play as an ensemble and share our energy with each other and the audience. We may never play anything perfectly, but we can, and have played music that move ourselves and our audiences. I look forward to continue working with each of you as we work up the music for our spring concert and promise that I will do my part to make this a special concert. I hope that all of you will continue to do yours. It is each of you and what you bring to the ensemble that makes it all worthwhile for me and I wouldn’t trade my time with this band for anything.

I thank each of you for what you bring to this ensemble!

- Ed -

Band Officers

President: Patrick Feucht [pfeucht@vt.edu; 540-239-0280]
Vice President: Renee Jacobsen [rrj@bev.net; 552-9120]
Secretary: Susan Brooker-Gross [srb144@vt.edu; 552-5275]
Treasurer: Debby Good Wiedmer [goodd@vt.edu; 357-0495]
Members-at-Large: Amy Hall [safetycake@jetbroadband.com; 382-1963]
Alan McDaniel [alanmdc@vt.edu; 951-8677]
Rachel Tracy [rachel6@hotmail.com; 552-0017]
Past President: Dixon Smiley [smiley@aol.com; 639-4507]

Section Leaders

Flutes: Mary L. Walters [marywlalt@warmhearthva.org; 951-5076]
Clarinet: Carl Derfer - lassus@aol.com; 381-0211
Saxophones: Karl Sanzenbach [kasanz@juno.com; 961-5532]

Trumpets: Dave Fried- [efroblique@gmail.com; 217-417-0773]
French Horns: Derry Hutt-[dhutt7@verizon.net; 953-2487]
Trombones: Bill Finley-[Finleywm@aol.com; 552-3238]
Low Brass: David Kibler [kiblerdf@vt.edu; 951-4504]

Music Director: Ed Schwartz [ed.schwartz@vt.edu 382-3707]
Associate Director: Steven E. Brown [browns@vt.edu; 381-1371]
Music Librarian:: Leslie Palacios [allabouttheleslie@gmail.com; 320-1390]
Fund Raising: Harriett Cooper - [chayabrona@verizon.net; 552-3446]
Historian: Mary Walters [marywlalt@warmhearthva.org; 951-5076]